Abstract. Security of stored templates is a critical issue in biometric systems because biometric templates are non-revocable. Fuzzy vault is a cryptographic framework that enables secure template storage by binding the template with a uniformly random key. Though the fuzzy vault framework has proven security properties, it does not provide privacy-enhancing features such as revocability and protection against cross-matching across different biometric systems. Furthermore, non-uniform nature of biometric data can decrease the vault security. To overcome these limitations, we propose a scheme for hardening a fingerprint minutiae-based fuzzy vault using password. Benefits of the proposed password-based hardening technique include template revocability, prevention of cross-matching, enhanced vault security and a reduction in the False Accept Rate of the system without significantly affecting the False Reject Rate. Since the hardening scheme utilizes password only as an additional authentication factor (independent of the key used in the vault), the security provided by the fuzzy vault framework is not affected even when the password is compromised.
Introduction
Biometric systems have attained popularity because they provide a convenient and reliable way to authenticate a user as opposed to traditional token-based (e.g., smart cards) and knowledge-based (e.g., passwords) authentication. However, it is now well-known that biometric systems are vulnerable to attacks. One of the most serious attacks is against the stored templates. A stolen biometric template cannot be easily revoked and it may be used in other applications that employ the same biometric trait. Table 1 presents a summary of the approaches that have been proposed for biometric template protection. We propose a hybrid approach where the biometric features are hardened using password before a secure sketch (fuzzy vault) is constructed. [1] is a cryptographic framework that binds the biometric template with a uniformly random key to build a secure sketch of the template. Only the secure sketch (vault) is stored and if the original template is "uniformly random", it is infeasible (or computationally hard) to retrieve either the template or the key without any knowledge of the user's biometric data. The user selects a key K, encodes it in the form of a polynomial P of degree n and evaluates the polynomial P on all the elements in M T . The points lying on P are hidden among a large number (s) of random chaff points that do , the user can identify many points in V that lie on the polynomial. If the number of discrepancies between M T and M Q is less than (r-n)/2, Reed-Solomon decoding can be applied to reconstruct P and the authentication is successful. On the other hand, if M T and M Q do not have sufficient overlap, it is infeasible to reconstruct P and the authentication is unsuccessful. The vault is called fuzzy because it can be decoded even when M T and M Q are not exactly the same; this fuzziness property compensates for intra-user variations observed in biometric data. Security of the fuzzy vault framework has been studied in [1, 6] and bounds on the entropy loss of the vault have been established.
Fuzzy Vault Framework: Fuzzy vault
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Limitations of Fuzzy Vault Framework:
Though the fuzzy vault scheme has proven security properties [1, 6] , it has the following limitations.
(i) The security of the vault can be compromised if the same biometric data is reused for constructing different vaults (with different polynomials and random chaff points) [10, 11] . Since the number of chaff points in the vault is much larger than the number of genuine points, it is possible for an adversary to substitute a few points in the vault using his own biometric features [10, 11] . This allows both the original user and the adversary to be successfully authenticated using the same identity. Thus, an adversary can deliberately increase the false accept rate of the system. (iv) As a genuine user is being authenticated, his original template is exposed temporarily, which may be gleaned by an attacker.
While better fuzzy vault constructions that do not involve chaff points [6] can prevent vulnerabilities (ii) and (iii), they do not address limitations (i) and (iv). By using a password as an additional factor for authentication, the above limitations of a fuzzy vault system can be easily alleviated. In this paper, we propose a scheme for hardening a fingerprint-based fuzzy vault using password. One of the main advantages of password-based hardening is enhanced user privacy. Further, the proposed scheme has been designed such that password is only an additional layer of authentication and the security provided by the basic fuzzy vault framework is not affected even if the password is compromised. Hence, the proposed approach provides higher level of security as long as the password is secure. When the password is compromised, template security falls to the same level as in the fuzzy vault.
Hardening Fuzzy Vault Using Password
Our vault hardening scheme consists of three main steps (see Fig. 1 ). Firstly, a random transformation function derived from the user password is applied to the biometric template. The transformed template is then secured using the fuzzy vault framework. Finally, the vault is encrypted using a key derived from the password.
Random transformation of the template using password enhances user privacy because it enables the creation of revocable templates and prevents cross-matching of templates across different applications. The distribution of transformed template is statistically more similar to uniform distribution than the distribution of original template. This provides better resistance against attacks on the vault. Furthermore, the additional variability introduced by password-based transformation decreases the similarity between transformed templates of different users. This reduces the False Accept Rate of the system substantially. If we assume client-server architecture for the biometric system (as shown in Fig. 1 ) where feature extraction and transformation are applied at the client side and matching is performed at the server, the server never sees the original template. Only the transformed template would be revealed during successful vault decoding and the original template is never exposed at the server. Two common methods for cracking a user password are dictionary attacks and social engineering techniques. In the proposed system, password is implicitly verified during authentication by matching the transformed biometric features. Even if an adversary attempts to guess the password, it is not possible to verify the guess without knowledge of the user's biometric data. This provides resistance against dictionary attacks to learn the password. However, it is still possible to glean the user password through social engineering techniques. Therefore, password based transformation alone is not sufficient to ensure the security of the biometric template. Due to this reason, we use the fuzzy vault framework to secure the transformed biometric template. Note that the key used in constructing the fuzzy vault that secures the transformed template is still uniformly random and independent of the password. Therefore, even if the password is compromised, the security of the vault is not affected and it is computationally hard for an attacker to obtain the original biometric template. Finally, the vault is encrypted using a key derived from the password. This prevents substitution attacks against the vault because an adversary cannot modify the vault without knowing the password or the key derived from it.
Fingerprint-based Fuzzy Vault Implementation
A number of techniques have been proposed for constructing a fuzzy vault using fingerprint minutiae (e.g., [13, 14] ). The proposed hardening scheme is based on the fingerprint-based fuzzy vault implementation described in [12] which has the highest genuine accept rate and a very low false accept rate among the known implementations of fingerprint-based fuzzy vault. In this implementation, the ReedSolomon polynomial reconstruction step is replaced by a combination of Lagrange interpolation and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) based error detection. Each minutia point is represented as an element in the Galois field GF A fixed number (denoted by r) of minutiae are selected based on their quality. A randomly generated key K of size 16n bits is represented as a polynomial P of degree n. The polynomial P is evaluated at the selected minutiae and these points constitute the locking set. A large number (denoted by s, s >> r) of chaff points are randomly generated and the combined set of minutiae and chaff is randomly reordered to obtain the vault V. To facilitate the alignment of query minutiae to the template, we extract and store a set of high curvature points (known as helper data) from the template image. The helper data itself does not leak any information about the minutiae, yet contains sufficient information to align the template and query fingerprints [12] .
During authentication, the helper data extracted from the query image is aligned to the template helper data using trimmed Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [15] . Aligned query minutiae are used to coarsely filter out the chaff points in the vault. A minutiae matcher [16] is then applied to find correspondences between the query minutiae and the remaining points in the vault. Vault points having a matching minutia in the query constitute the unlocking set. For interpolation of a polynomial of degree n, at least (n+1) projections are needed. Therefore, if the size of the unlocking set is less than (n+1), it leads to authentication failure. If the unlocking set has (n+1) or more elements, all possible subsets of size (n+1) are considered. Each of these subsets gives rise to a candidate polynomial and CRC-based error detection identifies the valid polynomial. If a valid polynomial is found, the authentication is successful.
Hardened Fuzzy Vault Implementation
The key component of a hardened fingerprint-based fuzzy vault scheme is the feature transformation module which transforms the minutiae features using a password. We employ simple operations of translation and permutation as the transformation functions because they do not affect the intra-user variability of the minutiae features thereby maintaining the false reject rate to a great extent.
Minutiae Transformation:
We assume that the password is of length 64 bits (8 characters) which is divided into 4 units of 16 bits each. We classify the minutiae into 4 classes by grouping minutiae lying in each quadrant of the image into a different class and assign one password unit to each class. We generate a permutation sequence of 4 numbers by applying a one way function on the password. Using this sequence, we permute the 4 quadrants of the image such that the relative positions of minutiae within each quadrant are not changed. Each 16-bit password unit is assumed to be in the same format as a 16-bit minutia representation described in section 3. Hence, the password unit can be divided into three components T u , T v and T θ of lengths BB u , B v B and BB θ bits, respectively. The values of T u and T v are considered as the amount of translation along the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively, and T θ is treated as the change in minutia orientation. The new minutiae attributes are obtained by adding the translation values to the original values modulo the appropriate range, i.e.,
. To prevent overlapping of minutiae from different quadrants, the minutia location is wrapped around in the respective quadrant if it has been translated beyond the boundary. The effect of minutiae transformation using password is depicted in Fig. 2. 
Encoding Hardened Vault:
The transformed minutiae are encoded in a vault using the procedure described in section 3. The vault and helper data are further encrypted using a key generated from the password. This layer of encryption prevents an impostor without knowledge of the password from modifying the vault.
Decoding Hardened Vault:
During authentication, the encrypted vault and helper data are first decrypted using the password provided by the user. The template and query helper data sets are aligned and the password-based transformation scheme described in section 4.1 is applied to the aligned query minutiae. Good quality minutiae are then selected for decoding the vault.
Apart from the well-known factors like partial overlap, non-linear distortion and noise that lead to differences in the template and query minutiae sets of the same user, the password-based transformation scheme introduces additional discrepancies. If a minutia lies close to the quadrant boundary, the same minutiae may fall in different quadrants in the template and the query due to imperfect alignment. This reduces the number of minutiae correspondences and leads to a small decrease in the genuine accept rate. Another problem arising due to imperfect alignment is that the same minutia point may appear at opposite ends of the quadrants in the template and the query after the transformation. This is because the minutiae are translated within their respective quadrants modulo the quadrant size. To address this problem, we add a border of width 15 pixels around each quadrant and minutiae within 15 pixels of the quadrant boundary are duplicated on the border at the opposite end of the quadrant.
Experimental Results
The proposed password-based fuzzy vault hardening scheme has been tested on the FVC2002-DB2 and MSU-DBI fingerprint databases. FVC2002-DB2 [17] is a public domain database with 800 images (100 fingers × 8 impressions/finger) of size 560×296. Only the first two impressions of each finger were used in our experiments; the first impression was used as the template to encode the vault and the second impression was used as the query in vault decoding. The MSU-DBI database [18] consists of 640 images (160 fingers × 4 impressions/finger) of size 640×480. Two impressions of each finger collected six weeks apart were used in our experiments. The criteria used for evaluating the performance are failure to capture rate (FTCR), genuine accept rate (GAR) and false accept rate (FAR). When the number of minutiae in the template and/or query fingerprint is less than the required number of genuine points, we call it as failure to capture. The parameters used in vault implementation were chosen as follows. Since the number of minutiae varies for different users, using a fixed value of r (the number of genuine minutiae used to construct the vault) across all users leads to large FTCR. To overcome this problem, we fix the range of r (set to 18-24 and 24-30 for the FVC and MSU databases, respectively) and determine its value individually for each user. The number of chaff points (s) is chosen to be 10 times the number of genuine points in the vault. The choice of n requires a compromise between the vault security and the acceptable values of GAR and FAR. Table 2 shows that the proposed system leads to a small decrease in the GAR for all values of n. This is due to misclassification of a few minutiae at the quadrant boundaries and the inability of the minutiae matcher to effectively account for nonlinear deformation in the transformed minutiae space. Although the minutiae matcher [16] used here can tolerate deformation to some extent by employing an adaptive bounding box, it is designed to work in the original minutiae space where the deformation is consistent in a local region. Since minutiae transformation makes the deformation inconsistent in all the regions, the number of correspondences found by the matcher decreases. Fig. 3 shows a pair of images for which the vault without hardening could be decoded, but the hardened vault could not be decoded.
From Table 2 , we also observe that the FAR of the system is zero for all values of n. This is due to the transformation of minutiae using password which makes the distribution of minutiae more random and reduces the similarity between minutiae sets of different users. This enables the system designer to select a wider range of values for n without compromising the FAR. For example, for the FVC database, the original fuzzy vault required n=10 to achieve 0% FAR (corresponding GAR is 86%). For the hardened fuzzy vault, even n=7 gives 0% FAR (corresponding GAR is 90%). Table 2 . Genuine Accept Rates (GAR), False Accept Rates (FAR) and Failure to Capture Rates (FTCR) of the hardened fuzzy vault for FVC2002-DB2 and MSU-DBI databases. Here, n represents the degree of the polynomial used in vault encoding. 
Security Analysis
The hardened fuzzy vault system has two independent layers of security, namely, password and biometric. An impostor can gain access to the system only if both these layers of security are compromised simultaneously. Now, we shall analyze the security of the system if one of the layers is compromised.
Compromised Password: Suppose an impostor gains access to the password of a genuine user. The impostor can at most generate the decryption key that allows him to decrypt the vault. However, to be successfully authenticated, he still would have to decode the vault by identifying the genuine minutia points from the vault, which is computationally hard. Suppose an attacker attempts a brute-force attack on the proposed system by trying to decode the vault using all combinations of (n+1) points in the vault. If n = 10, r = 30 and s = 300, the total number of possible combinations is C(330,11); among these combinations, C(30,11) combinations will successfully decode the vault. The expected number of combinations that need to be evaluated is 2 × 10 12 which corresponds to ~ 40 bits of security. Security can be improved by adding a larger number of chaff points (e.g., when s = 600 in the above system, we can achieve ~ 50 bits of security) at the expense of increased storage requirements. Further improvement in the template security can be achieved by replacing the random permutation and translation functions (that are invertible) by a non-invertible transform [2] . Though non-invertible transforms usually result in a decrease in GAR, they can provide an additional 50-70 bits of security [2] if the goal is to prevent an attacker from learning the original biometric template of the genuine user.
(a) (b) Fig. 3 . An example of false reject in password-based vault hardening. (a) Template and aligned query minutiae prior to hardening and the corresponding minutiae matches found by the matcher, (b) Template and query minutiae after vault hardening and the corresponding minutiae matches found by the matcher. While the minutiae matches marked with circles were found in both (a) and (b), the matches marked with squares were detected only in (a) and not in (b). Since the number of minutia correspondences prior to hardening is 12, the vault can be successfully decoded because n was set to 10. After hardening, the number of minutia matches is only 9; hence, the vault cannot be decoded for n = 10.
Compromised Biometric: Suppose an impostor gains access to the biometric template of a genuine user through covert means (e.g., lifting a fingerprint impression of the genuine user without his knowledge), he will still have to guess the password to be authenticated. The guessing entropy of an 8-character password is between 18-30 bits [19] . Although this level of security may be insufficient in practical applications, it is still better than the fuzzy vault framework and most of the other approaches presented in Table 1 which offer no security when the biometric is compromised.
When an adversary does not have any knowledge of the user password and biometric data, then the security of the hardened fuzzy vault is the combination of the security provided by the password and biometric layers. If n = 10, r = 30, s = 300 and password is 8-character long, the security of the hardened vault is between 58-70 bits.
Summary
We have proposed an algorithm to harden a fingerprint-based fuzzy vault based on user password. Based on permutations and translations generated from the user password, we modify the minutiae in a fingerprint before encoding the fuzzy vault.
Our hardening technique addresses some of the major limitations of a fingerprintbased fuzzy vault framework and provides enhanced security and privacy. Experiments on two fingerprint databases show that proposed algorithm reduces the False Accept Rate of the system with some loss in the Genuine Accept Rate. An impostor cannot circumvent the hardened fuzzy vault system as long as both the password and the biometric features are not compromised simultaneously.
